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Abstract
It is becoming increasingly likely that in the future most vehicles will be semi-autonomous with communication
capabilities and will possess diverse speed capabilities. The aim of this paper is to describe the creation of an
integrated traffic simulation system for such settings. While behaviours such as crossing, overtaking, etc. are
trivially exhibited, the implemented system includes an intelligent traffic lights operating system, dynamic speed
limits for speed lanes, lane reservation, road reservation, density regularization or traffic jam avoidance, replanning for blockages and re-routing under slow traffic conditions.
Keywords: Traffic Simulation, Intelligent Transportation Systems, Semi-Autonomous Vehicles, Vehicle Planning.

provide limited capabilities, restricted to either or all of
automated parking9, overtaking10, lane following,11 etc.
State-of-the art research in these domains showcases
a promising future in which vehicles increasingly
become more advanced, to the extent that most vehicles
on the road will be semi-autonomous with
communication abilities, access to advanced travel
information and dynamic route guidance systems,
amongst other safety and decision making systems. In
reality though, non-intelligent vehicles may still exist in
small numbers for a very long time. A fully autonomous
scenario, with only autonomous vehicles is also a
possibility, although this may take a much longer time
to materialize.
Vehicles with different levels of autonomy have
different capabilities related to vision, control and

1. Introduction
For reasons of safety, driving efficiency, and sometimes
driving comfort, much research is now being done in the
domain of driving assistance systems and autonomous
vehicles. Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS)
are aimed at helping the driver by various technological
means. Common features of such systems include
fatigue alert1, collision alert2, safety caution alert3,
overtaking vehicle alert, obstacle detection4, route
planning and guidance5, sign recognition6, etc.
Autonomous vehicles are technologically more
advanced and are capable of driving on their own
without any human input, making all driving decisions
on their own7,8. Semi-autonomous vehicles however
1
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reaction time, which all lead to capabilities to drive at
different maximum speeds. Autonomous vehicles may
especially be designed for different commercial or
business requirements due to which they may vary in
their type, make and performance, leading to different
driving speeds. For semi-autonomous vehicles driving
speeds also depend upon driver preference, passenger
preference, purpose of travel, social stature, etc. All of
which leads to different vehicles driving at different
speeds. In fact at present traffic showcases limited
diversity in driving speeds, wherein different drivers
prefer to drive at different speeds, leading to lane
changing, overtaking and a distribution of traffic across
lanes roughly as per the preferential driving speeds.
Increasing levels of autonomy are though very likely to
increase this speed band, making traffic more diverse in
terms of speed capabilities.
Inter-vehicle communication12 systems help a group
of vehicles to talk to each other and share information
which provides advantages including collision
warning,13 obstacle alert,14 cooperative obstacle
avoidance,15
etc.
Vehicle-infrastructure
16
communication
meanwhile enables a vehicle to
communicate with a transportation infrastructure to be
found on the road. Such a system may be useful to
communicate traffic or road conditions to the vehicle.
Communication helps vehicles to take optimal decisions
at the local and global level, while reducing any
uncertainties.
Having
extra
information
via
communication, unknown to the driver’s or the
vehicle’s normal vision, is always helpful in decision
making. Here the focus is not only on making a
vehicle’s personal plan better, but in enabling vehicles
to collaborate to make the overall transportation system
better, even if it is at the cost of one’s own personal
plan.
Traffic systems play a major role in regulating the
movement of vehicles in any country. In most scenarios
static traffic rules lead to reasonable traffic management
for most general driving. Traffic may further be
managed by making rules changes for certain days and
times (e.g. heavy vehicles at night only) or to cope with
certain scenarios (e.g. possibly a large number of
vehicles before/after a concert or sporting event). These
rules need to be effective as they impact a large number
of vehicles. However in the case of semi-autonomous
vehicles, this allows for a transportation system wide
communication between all entities, thereby enabling a

central transportation authority to dynamically regulate
traffic as per the available information or traffic
policies. Alternatively an intelligent system may be
placed to constantly monitor traffic, anticipate traffic
conditions and make traffic regulating decisions, which
may be communicated to the vehicles for them to
follow.
Traffic simulation17,18 allows the study of various
ways or rules by which traffic can be regulated. Traffic
simulation systems are classified into microscopic
systems, macroscopic systems and mesoscopic
systems.19 Our approach towards this domain is
microscopic in nature, where we consider individual
vehicle behaviour, when planned amongst a group of
vehicles in a scenario. A commonly used traffic
simulator is MITISM (Microscopic Traffic Simulator) 20
where the surveillance system, traffic management,
control and routing devices form the four main modules
of simulation. Other common models include
NETSIM,21 INTEGRATION,22 DYNASMART23. All
these simulators exhibit behaviours including lane
changing, traffic merging, diversions, traffic lights,
blockages, incidents, etc.
This work is motivated by related research by the
authors,24,25 which studied the problem of trajectory
generation for autonomous vehicles in a traffic
environment with diverse speed capability vehicles. The
problem was studied for unorganized traffic (where
vehicles can move anywhere on the road and it is not
necessary to drive in lanes) which was motivated from
unorganized traffic systems presently witnessed and a
theoretical analysis showing better efficiency for
unorganized systems in diverse traffic. The study was
however restricted to a straight road. It was observed
that diversity leads to interesting driving behaviours. It
is hence encouraging to study the effect of diverse
unorganized traffic on the overall transportation system.
This requires the need for a traffic simulator working
with unorganized traffic and diverse vehicles. Creating a
complete simulation system for unorganized traffic
requires solving complicated sub-problems, and is
outside the scope of this work. Here we report on a
simulation system and initial results for diverse and
organized traffic. Unfortunately none of the current
simulation systems previously mentioned can be used,
as they do not allow the integration of vehicle speed
diversity as a factor.
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The simulation system described here was built by
taking a futuristic view where most of the vehicles
would be semi-autonomous within an intelligent
transportation infrastructure. A semi-autonomous
vehicle may be defined as one that can be networked,
with the ability to take basic driving instructions which
may be implemented by a human driver or an
autonomous vehicle itself. The aim is to exploit all
possibilities with such traffic by closely observing each
and every transportation entity. This notion opens a
pool of new possibilities and issues, some of which are
presented in the paper. Whilst vehicles being semiautonomous may not necessarily be a requirement in all
cases, it will certainly benefit the system in making
dynamic and fast changes, which cannot be done in the
present traffic system.
With this simulation, our approach was to introduce
a number of concepts in the present traffic system and to
study the behaviour of vehicles under these concepts by
a simulation. By this we could measure the
effectiveness of the introduced concepts against the
rules presently in the system for a diverse vehicle
scenario. At the same time the attempt was to make a
traffic simulation system that accounts for the ability to
statically (at the start) or dynamically specify the
applicability of all these concepts on various roads. The
simulator also provides a base for our current and future
research to make traffic systems more sophisticated,
with the presented assumptions.
In this simulator we assume that the task is to enable
a large number of vehicles to reach their destination
from their source. The road network map is already
available within the system. Each vehicle starts from its
own source and attempts to reach its destination in the
shortest time possible, in cooperation with the other
vehicles. The vehicles emerge from their source at a
predefined time, and leave the map on reaching their
destination. At any time during the simulation process,
the position of all the vehicles is assumed to be known.
Further the vehicles can communicate with the central
information system, which helps them in decision
making.
The key contributions of the work are:


The approach presents an integrated study of an
intelligent transportation system covering all the
various concepts which are separately studied in the
literature.







The study proposes an architecture for
transportation systems of the future covering both
decentralized vehicle control and a centralized
management control.
The approach is designed for diverse semiautonomous vehicles operating in a scalable
environment, which is the likely future of
transportation systems.
The approach is a positive step towards the creation
of a traffic simulation tool for diverse and
unorganized traffic.

Traffic lights are an important aspect of a traffic
management system. They ensure that vehicles reach
their destinations on time, at the same time avoiding
congestion. Both the order and duration of operation are
important. The manner of handling traffic lights is
discussed in section 2. Similarly speed lanes play a
major part in the distribution of traffic. This especially
becomes important in the case of vehicles with diverse
speed capabilities. Deciding the speed limits for
individual lanes is important, which in our system is
discussed in section 3. Route planning deals with
deciding on the roads to use to reach the destination.
Continuous re-planning enables escaping from densely
crowded roads, traffic regularization and the avoidance
of traffic jams. Section 4 presents the route planning
algorithm used in this system. Increased traffic density,
slow traffic and a wide diversity in speed capabilities,
especially at some times of the day and for some roads,
necessitate the need to use roads as a reserved
infrastructure. In section 5 we discuss the mechanism by
which a road or a lane may be made available only by
means of making a reservation. This enables important
vehicles to reach their destination as early as possible,
which includes emergency vehicles. Section 6 presents
the general architecture of the system. Simulation
results are given in Section 7 and concluding remarks
are given in section 8.
2. Traffic Light Systems
2.1. Concept
The waiting time for traffic lights to turn green may
constitute a significant proportion of the time of
journey. Efficient operation of traffic lights can lead to
overall traffic efficiency. Presently employed traffic
light systems allow traffic going from multiple sources
to travel within a specified time. Usually this time is
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pre-specified to a threshold value. Common problems
include having to wait for one’s turn to cross when there
is no other vehicle from the other direction, an equal
waiting time for traffic on high density roads and low
density roads, fixed traffic light operation times during
the day, non-adaptability to changing traffic trends,
having to wait for too many traffic light changes whilst
travelling on a high traffic density road, etc. It is evident
that intelligent traffic lights operating within an
intelligent transportation system are capable of
overcoming these problems.
The proposed traffic lights system considers both
the number of vehicles as well as the operation time. It
is assumed that the number of vehicles waiting to cross
at each crossing is known in advance. In the case of
networked semi-autonomous vehicles this task is trivial
as the position of the vehicles is reasonably well known
by GPS or a local mapping algorithm. Additionally
sensors at the crossing region may help record the same
data. Assume a crossing c with intersecting roads R=
{R1, R2, R3, R4,...Rn}. Vehicle information is noted in a
data structure Qc, which maintains a queue of all
vehicles waiting at the crossing region. An entry
comprises of the triplet <Vi, Ri, ti> denoting the vehicle
Vi entered the crossing scenario (when it is ready to go
over the crossing) at time ti from road Ri  R. The data
structure is updated for every vehicle (Vi) entering (1) or
leaving (2) the crossing scenario.

Qc  Qc  Vi , Ra ,ti

(1)

Qc  Qc  Qc Vi 

(2)

Where Qc[Vi] is the entry of Vi in Qc.
The traffic lights operate in a manner such that at
any time only one road has the green signal, while the
signal for all other roads is red. All vehicles on the road
in possession of the green signal can travel, irrespective
of their exits. Lateral time is employed to clear the
crossing region in-between light changes. The objective
of the traffic lights is to reduce the maximum waiting
time for any vehicle. Hence the order of traffic light
changes is such that each change allows all traffic from
road Ra in possession of the longest waiting vehicle at
crossing c to cross. Let Dc denote the road with the
green traffic signal, which changes as per (3).

Dc  Ri , i  arg min i , Vi ,Ri ,ti Qc ti

(3)

Traffic lights change as per the stated order if a
traffic light change event (say Ec) occurs. After every
change the traffic lights stay in the same mode until a
maximum of η vehicles have crossed or for a maximum
of T units of time. Here η is taken as the minimum of a
threshold value (ηth) and the present queue size
(|Qc[Dc]|) for vehicles originating from the road which is
currently green (Dc). T is the time threshold which is a
constant. If there are no vehicles left on the road which
is currently green, the traffic lights change. The change
may however only occur if currently there is no other
vehicle in the crossing area. Leaving this lateral time
ensures that there is no deadlock in the crossing region.
The pre-requisite for a change to occur is given by(4).

Ec  Tc  T  c    Qc [ Dc ]  

(4)

Here Tc is the time elapsed since the last change and
ηc is the number of vehicles that passed since the last
change.
Limiting both the maximum time and the maximum
number of vehicles enables much better control of
traffic when it contains diverse vehicles. Since the
vehicles are semi-autonomous, this is realizable. An
important criterion here is to keep ηc as the minimum of
the current queue size and a threshold. The effect of this
is to discourage a newly entered vehicle from passing
over the crossing region without waiting. This is
because such a crossing might be at the cost of another
waiting vehicle. If there are no other waiting vehicles,
any change would automatically be in favour of the
newly entered vehicle, which would be allowed to
move. This is another way by which the heuristic of
minimizing the waiting time can be realized.
2.2. Simulations
The purpose behind the simulations was to test the
working of the proposed system, under diverse traffic
conditions. A map was employed with a crossing at the
centre. A random number of vehicles were generated,
each with its own speed capability, and these vehicles
were made to travel from one road to the other over the
crossing. The emergence time of the vehicles was
randomly fixed. This system of traffic light operation
was compared to a system in which the lights were
changed at regular intervals of T units of time, which is
the method frequently encountered in practice. In such a
strategy a lot of time could be wasted if the light is
green yet there are no vehicles which need to cross. The
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simulation system generated vehicles within random
small time intervals that are uniformly distributed.
Another simpler traffic light change system was also
studied. The change condition was kept largely as in (4),
with the only difference being that changes were
produced in a cyclic order rather than that proposed in
(3). In all the simulations the average time of travel was
used as a metric. These three algorithms were simulated
for varying numbers of vehicles. A smaller number of
vehicles in a scenario meant less densely occupied roads
and vice versa. The resultant graph between the number
of vehicles in the scenario and the average time of travel
is shown in Figure 1(a). Every point on the graph
represents a scenario with random entry time, exit time
and speed. Hence the randomness has been smoothened
by plotting a trend line produced by the moving average
method. The simulation used arbitrary units of distance
and time which are specific to the simulation tool and
can relate to real world units proportionately.

Fig. 1.Comparative analysis of traffic lights system
for different number of vehicles (a) Traffic from all
sides (b) Traffic from one side blocked.
The general trend in all the curves was an increase
in the average time of traversal with increasing numbers
of vehicles, until this time became a constant. The
increase was due to increasing traffic density. On
reaching a congested (saturated) traffic density any
subsequent increase in the number of vehicles had no
effect. The curve with fixed traffic light operation time
was though much more inefficient when compared to
the other two approaches which showed almost the
same trend. That said, for middle density traffic the
proposed system did exceed the system with cyclic
crossing changes in terms of average traversal time.
Small changes in average traversal time could though be
regarded as insignificant, considering the random nature
of the generation of vehicles. The significance of this
was further highlighted by disallowing traffic generation
from one side of the road, while the traffic lights
operated in the same order. The resulting graph is
shown in Figure 1(b). It is clear that the difference
between the approaches is magnified, which shows the
clear limitation of having fixed traffic light operation
times.
There are two important parameters in the approach
that govern the algorithmic performance. These are the
time threshold (T) and the threshold number of vehicles
to cross (ηth). Here we analyze both these parameters. In
the first experiment T was varied and the average
traversal time for the different situations was compared.
The factor ηth was set to infinity, so that it had no effect
on algorithmic performance. The study was broken
down into a densely packed road (with 2000 vehicles)
and a lightly packed road (with 250 vehicles). The
resulting graph produced is shown in Figure 2(a) for a
densely packed road and Figure 2(b) for a lightly
packed road.
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Fig. 2.Comparative analysis of traffic lights system for
different values of T (a) Densely occupied scenario (b)
Lightly occupied scenario.
Figure 2(a) shows that the general trend was an
initial decrease in the average traversal time, as the time
threshold was increased, which then became a steady
value. Increasing this factor causes fewer traffic light
changes, which as a result reduces the lateral switching
time. The decrease reduces further as a very small
proportion of vehicles are affected by the lateral time
and the effect is balanced by the gain in reduced
traversal time of the vehicles on the other roads at the
crossing. This certainly suggests that making relatively
few changes in traffic light signals could actually be
beneficial overall. In a practical sense it would be
sensible for no vehicle to stop at a crossing for more
than two traffic light changes, which is practically
observed mainly due to lower traffic density. However
it may be noted that too few changes might increase the
wait time for some vehicles drastically, while lowering
the time for some other vehicles. Hence someone may
be lucky enough to queue when the lights were about to
change to green whereas another person might arrive at
the front of the queue when the traffic lights have just
changed to red. Maximum wait time is not a factor
studied here, but in reality may be a value for a
parameter setting.
The traversal time for fixed light operations is much
higher than the other two cases, which seem to nearly

follow each other. The entire scenario has start and end
stages where the density is fairly low and a central stage
of high density of vehicles. In the start and end stages
the fixed light operation time algorithm performs very
poorly as compared to the other two. Spending
excessive time on a road with no vehicle in the queue is
the major reason for this. Further in the central stage the
other two approaches put stress on allowing the motion
of vehicles which were in the queue at the time of a
change (a rule used in light operation), whereas the
fixed light operation time algorithm allows motion of
any newly entrant vehicles as well. This decreases its
effectiveness.
The same experiments performed with a lightly
packed scenario show a different trend. The resulting
graph is shown in Figure 2(b). The fixed light change
algorithm showed a general increase in traversal time in
line with increasing T. This was because of the waiting
time when the queue was empty or was predominantly
occupied by vehicles that had just arrived into the
scenario and the traffic light was not changed. This
waiting time increased with an increase in T making the
algorithm consistently inefficient. The other two
systems however showed similar trends, with the
proposed system being better as the value of T was
increased. The increase of this factor in this case had the
effect of increasing the average traversal time, which
soon settled around the same value. The increase was
due to the fact that the road was lightly occupied and the
increased time meant fewer changes which, as a result,
increased the waiting time for vehicles. After some
increase, the changes were caused only due to the
vehicles in the queue being cleared rather than the time
threshold. Hence this factor, on further increase, was not
used. It may be observed that increasing T increases the
wait time for vehicles in a queue (un-preferred) but at
the same time decreases the overheads of excessive
crossing changes (preferred).
The other parameter of study was ηth. It is natural
that this factor plays no role in the system with fixed
light operating times, and hence this study did not
consider that system. This factor is discussed here
separately for low and high density roads. For high
density roads, there was a little decrease in traversal
time on initial increase of this factor, but this soon
became constant. The increase of this factor leads to
fewer traffic light changes and hence less overhead. The
corresponding graph is plotted in Figure 3. The irregular
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trends are because the actual points, rather than a trend
line, are plotted. Experiments with low density roads
showed that that the vehicles continued to travel without
unnecessary queues. Since traffic lights did not wait in
the case that the initial queue had cleared, the simulation
continued. Hence this parameter had no effect on the
performance and showed constant results for any value
of set parameter.

Fig. 3.Comparative analysis of traffic lights system for
different values of ηth.

3. Speed Lanes
The idea of assigning different speed limits to different
lanes is an important concept that especially comes into
play if the traffic on a road has a high diversity in
vehicles ranging from those with low speeds to those
with high speeds. Having slower vehicles migrate onto
all lanes clearly would make the traffic slow on all
lanes, which is not good for higher preferential speed
vehicles. Similar to the case of fixed traffic light
operational times, the optimality of fixed speed limits
for different speed lanes is questionable. The intention
here therefore is to dynamically adjust the speeds limits
of the various lanes. The central system vigilantly
changes the speed limits depending upon the speed
capability of the set of vehicles on the road, as they
arrive and exit. The optimal speed limits of the lanes at
any time may be a complex function depending upon
the preferential speed distribution of the road. We
however simplify the concept to some extent by
assuming a uniform distribution. Let V= Vi  be the set
of vehicles on a road Ra. Let si denote the preferential
speed of a vehicle Vi. Let mini(si) and maxi(si)
respectively be the minimum and maximum preferential
speeds exhibited by any vehicle on the road. Let the

road have b speed lanes. We can allocate the speed
limits of the various speed zones (in increasing order of
limits, measured from the left to right) by (5).

L j  (1  w j ) min i (si )  w j max i (si ) (5)
Where w1<w2<w3..<wb
w1 = 0, 0 <w2, w3, ...wb ≤ 1
It is important to realise that unlike the current
traffic system, here the speed limit implies a lower
bound, which is the least preferential speed that a
vehicle must possess in order to drive in a particular
lane. The upper bound is however set as infinity for
every lane. Semi-autonomous vehicles may have their
preferred speed set as per their capabilities as it would
not be appropriate to force them drive subject to lower
limits. This concept by itself results in overtaking
capabilities for a vehicle with a reasonably high
preferred speed. A vehicle on seeing another vehicle
moving with a lower speed may opt to change its speed
lane and drift rightward (the driving rule is assumed be
on the left, which means overtaking on the right is
preferred). After some time the overtaking vehicle
would be ahead of the vehicle being overtaken. At this
time if the vehicle finds another slower vehicle in front
of it and there is no higher speed lane available, it can
always drift leftward and return to its original speed
lane. This is because the upper speed limit bound was
set to infinity and it is quite valid for a high speed
vehicle to drive on a speed lane with a lower bound.
This would then complete the overtaking procedure. It
is evident though that driving with a higher speed in a
low speed lane may not be optimal, and hence
eventually the vehicle would seek a chance to drift to
the higher speed lane.
The system was studied via simulations. The map
given was a simple straight road on which different
vehicles were generated at different times with their
own speeds. The road had 2 lanes (for each side of
traffic – outbound and inbound). This made the lower
bounds of the speed limits of the two lanes as 0 and (1w).mini(si)+ w.maxi(si) by (5). We first attempted to
study the behaviour of the parameter w. The study was
performed separately under low density and high
density conditions. The system was compared to a
system that had no speed lanes and hence any vehicle
could drive on any lane (even though the parameter w
plays no role for a system without speed lanes).
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The graph produced on a densely packed road (with
2000 vehicles in the scenario) is shown in Figure 4(a).
As the factor w was increased so the speed limit for the
high speed lane increased. As a result fewer vehicles
were allowed to move to it. While this decreased the
time of travel for the vehicles using the high speed lane,
at the same time it led to the high speed lane being
underutilized. As a result whenever the speed limit was
increased, the decrease in travel time for the vehicles in
the high speed lane was averaged out by an increase in
travel time for the vehicles in the low speed lane.
Conversely keeping this factor close to 0 makes the
system equivalent to one with no speed lanes.
The same patterns may be observed in Figure 4(a).
Lightly packed roads ideally do not require speed lanes
as the various vehicles can easily pass each other
without resulting in obstruction. In such a scenario high
speed vehicles lose out as they have to spend time
overtaking slower vehicles. However this lost time is
very small in comparison with the time that the slower
vehicles gain by having access to the high speed lane
which increases the traffic bandwidth. The results of
lightly packed road are shown in Figure 4(b).

Diversity of traffic is a major factor studied in this
paper, and it plays an important role in the speed lane
system. In order to better test the system, we also
studied the effect of a varying diversity of vehicle
speeds on the algorithm performance. The simulation
tool produced vehicles whose speeds lay within a
specified upper and lower bound. We first experimented
by changing the upper bound (at the same time keeping
the lower bound fixed to a value of 0.2 unit distance per
unit time, arbitrary units) and then subsequently
experimented by changing the lower bound (keeping the
upper bound fixed to a value of 1 unit distance per unit
time, arbitrary units). The corresponding graphs are
shown in Figure 5. Here we compared the time of
traversal with that of a fixed speed lane system, where
the speed limit (lower bound) of the high speed lane was
fixed to a value of 0.5 unit distance per unit time. The
general decrease in time in both cases is due to the
increased average speed of the vehicle. It may be easily
seen that the variable speed limit system nicely adapts
the speed limits for enhanced performance.
4. Route Planning

Fig. 4.Comparative analysis of speed lane system for
different values of w (a) Densely occupied scenario (b)
Lightly occupied scenario.
Fig. 5. Comparative analysis of speed lane system for
different diversity of vehicles (a) Variable speed upper
bound (b) Variable speed lower bound.

Routing plays a major role in distributing traffic across
the road network, enabling every vehicle to reach its
destination in the shortest possible time in cooperation
with the other vehicles. In reality it is common to have
many vehicles using a popular road which enables quick
access to a particular destination. This however leads to
increased congestion and lower driving speeds for all,
thereby resulting in reduced performance. Not
considering other vehicles while planning one’s own
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route may hence lead to poor results. The solution is to
distribute traffic wisely on the roads, exploiting the
entire transportation infrastructure for collective travel.
An alternative longer road may be used, if it appears to
have lesser traffic density as compared to the main road.
However if the alternative road is too long, the choice
may not be beneficial.
A Uniform Cost Search algorithm is used to route
plan every vehicle in this approach. The aim of the
Uniform Cost Search algorithm is to minimize the time
of travel of all vehicles. Any road being selected for
travelling is added a penalty which is proportional to the
traffic density of the road. The central information
system does know the current traffic density of the
roads, but not the expected traffic density at the
expected time of arrival of the vehicle on the roads. We
hence predicted the traffic density using historical
information of traffic flow. For roads near the current
position of the vehicle, the current density is of a higher
relevance, as it would not change much till the vehicle
arrives at that road. However for roads far away from
the current position of the vehicle, the prediction from
historical data is more important as the current traffic
scenario could change drastically. Hence the expected
density at road Ra at time t may be given by (6).

  current ( Ra ) t  
 historic( Ra , t ) t  

 ( Ra , t )  

(6)

Here ρcurrent(Ra) is the current traffic density and
ρhistorical(Ra, t) is the predicted traffic density. β is the
time until which the current traffic density is reliable.
The total cost computed for a node c1when expanding
from a node c2 connected by a road Ra for vehicle Vi
may hence be given by (7) and (8).

t (c1 )  t (c2 ) 

Ra
si

f (c1 )  f (c2 )   . Ra , t c1 

(7)
(8)

Here α is the penalty constant, t(c1) is the time of
arrival at c1, |Ra| is the length of road Ra.
The route, as calculated by the Uniform Cost Search
algorithm, is based on the current and predicted traffic,

which changes with time. Vehicles may add in the
desired route, vehicles may clear from the desired route,
and irregular trends may make the actual traffic much
different from the predicted traffic. The route needs to
be constantly adapted against these changing trends.
Continuous adaptation by all vehicles in the traffic
scenario enables vehicles to collaboratively make an
efficient travel plan. This adaptation is done by replanning the route. Once the vehicle is on a road, it is
considered that it will not turn back, even if turning
back leads to a better route. Hence maximum adaptation
corresponds to re-planning on reaching every crossing.
The re-planned route then reflects any changed traffic
trends.
In order to test the working of this approach we
generated a synthetic scenario with a straight road with
source/destination at the extreme ends. We initially gave
the road a very high traffic density. Two alternative
roads of unequal length were however also available to
be taken and these finally merged again with the main
road. Vehicles were continuously generated on both
sides of the road. The vehicles first drove along the
straight road. After some time vehicles were seen on the
smaller alternative, while some kept going on the
straight road to maintain the density. Still later the larger
alternative came into play and the vehicles used this for
traversal as well.
An important factor of the algorithm is the
parameter α which plays an important role in regulating
traffic. We studied the effect of changing this factor on
the system performance with a large number of
vehicles. The algorithm was compared to a distance
minimization Uniform Cost Search algorithm in which
all the vehicles followed the same straight road and the
other alternatives remained unused. The corresponding
graph is given in Figure 6. Increasing this factor
encouraged vehicles to balance traffic densities across
the different road options. An initial decrease points to
the vehicles preferring the alternative roads when the
main road is dense, which is the right strategy to follow.
However further increase of the factor encourages
vehicles to take alternatives even though traffic on the
main road is not very dense. This therefore increased the
average time of traversal.
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where they all used the straight road; and no vehicle
reserved, in which they all used the diversion and the
main road was left unused. The graph shows the
increase in travelling time of the reserved vehicles as
more and more of them travelled on the reserved road
within the duration of simulation time. At the same time
the average travel time for non-reserved vehicles
decreases as their number is reduced. This may help in
determining the number of vehicles to be reserved,
keeping the trade-offs matched.
Fig. 6. Comparative analysis of routing system for
different values of α.
5. Reservation
Traffic systems may differentiate between important
and non-important vehicles owing to their social
importance. Roads may alternatively be seen as a
business resource with possibilities of reserving a road
or lane for periods of time exclusively or on shared
basis. This is highly beneficial as reservation ensures
decent travel speeds even though a general road may be
heavily packed. This is especially important for roads
where the density of traffic is usually high or is
expected to be very high because of some event. In such
a case it may be useful to have a road that can be
reserved as per a pricing model. At the same time, other
general traffic can still move on other available roads.
An important factor here is the number of vehicles that
may be reserved. Reserving too few vehicles would
make the road underutilized. Reserving too many
vehicles on the other hand could make the traffic on the
reserved road slower than the traffic on the non-reserved
roads, giving no incentive for reservation. Assuming a
high density of overall traffic in the system, we further
assumed that p percent of these vehicles were reserved.
A map was generated for simulation that had a
straight road from the source to destination and a rather
long and highly curved alternative road. We made the
straight road a reserved resource. Hence the reserved
vehicles could travel straight on the road, while others
would need to travel along the alternative, meandering,
road. Unlike the map presented in section 4, the long
length of the alternative road in this scenario made the
use of the straight road to be highly beneficial. We
varied the percentage of reserved vehicles p and studied
its effect on the average travel times of the reserved and
the non-reserved vehicles. The graph is shown in Figure
7. Figure 7 also shows cases with all vehicles reserved,

Fig. 7. Comparative analysis of road reservation system
for different percentage of vehicles reserved.
A similar case may happen if only a lane on a road
is made a reserved resource rather than a complete road.
This makes it possible to use the existent road
infrastructure for reservation as separate roads may not
always be available giving reasonably alternate access.
Reserved vehicles in such a case may be free to use
general lanes and to overtake vehicles on the reserved
lane but general vehicles may never be allowed to move
to the reserved lanes. Another manner in which the
problem can be seen is in the case of emergencies. It
would be viable to reserve a lane for an emergency
service vehicle rather than for the vehicle to wait for
other vehicles to give way at the time of travel. The
concepts of lane reservation are the same as road
reservation. We again plotted a graph between the
reserved percentage p and the time of travel for reserved
and non-reserved vehicles. All reserved and no reserved
cases were also taken into account. The resultant graph
is shown in Figure 8. Here there was an increase in the
average time of traversal of vehicles as the number of
vehicles reserved was increased. However it should be
noted that in this case there was no difference between
all vehicles reserved or no vehicles reserved. The graph
shows the same trend.
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Fig. 8. Comparative analysis of lane reservation system
for different percentage of vehicles reserved.
6. General Architecture
The general architecture of the simulator is given in
Figure 9. The architecture clearly shows the four
modules discussed separately. Each one of them links to
the other for information passing. Central information is
maintained by the central information system. The
initial settings or scenario may be given to this system
as an initial specification file. The central information
system is queried by all the other modules for
information. The general architecture may be separately
studied for vehicle sub-system, reservation sub-system,
traffic lights sub-system and speed lane sub-system.
The vehicle sub-system has a route planning algorithm
that uses traffic information for deciding on the path.
The lower level planner uses traffic information to
decide the motion of the vehicles. This may be to follow
the vehicle in front (or simply to drive straight ahead),
to change lane, to stop at a crossing, to start from a
crossing, or to turn at a crossing. Updated positions are
always monitored and communicated to the central
information system. For a lane change the vehicle must
be informed of the speed limits of the lane. Additionally
it must not be a reserved resource. Speed limits are
always computed by the speed lane sub-system which
gets all the traffic information from the central system
for computation. The route planning sub-system must
assess if the road is a reserved resource or not. The
reservation sub-system gives directions to the lane subsystem and the vehicle’s route planning module whether
to use or not use the resource. Reservation may itself be
separately handled by a system which is ultimately
reflected in the central information system. The traffic
lights sub-system operates the traffic lights based on the
traffic behaviour on the various roads. The traffic light
state is communicated to the vehicles on approaching a
crossing.

Lane change,
Follow, Stop/
Start, Turn

Vehicle
Motion
Planning

Vehicle
Control

Vehicle
Monitoring

Fig. 9. Planning Architecture of the Simulator.
7. Simulations
So far we have proved separately the mechanism of
working of intelligent traffic lights, speed lanes, route
planning and road/lane reservation. All these concepts
showcased benefits when compared to the current traffic
management system. For traffic involving all these
concepts at the same time it can hence be expected that
the individual system gains would all contribute to
overall transportation system performance. The traffic
simulation system is aimed at running a large number of
diverse vehicles using all the modules stated earlier. The
testing methodology in this section is to invoke all the
modules and test the performance in complicated traffic
scenarios.
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Fig. 10. Simulation Results.

In order to make the testing easy, a utility is created
which can take an image representation of the
environment and parse it to produce the road network
map. It then becomes easy to make maps and use them
for testing. The only parameter to be given to the
simulator is the demand or the number of vehicles
generated per unit time. This is needed for control of the
induced congestion which the algorithm tries to
eliminate. The locations of the vehicles, initial speeds,
emergence time, etc. are all set randomly. The initial
and final positions are always kept at the extremity of
the map so that the vehicles travel the maximum
distance.

Fig. 11. Analysis for integrated scenario.
A number of maps were generated from the drawing
utility tool and parsed to create a road network map.
Large maps ensured that planning was a complex task.
The densities were usually kept high as the benefits of
the proposed system are particularly apparent in high
density circumstances. To better assess the working of
the algorithm, the vehicles were plotted on this map
with different colors. Screenshots of some of the
simulations for test scenarios are shown in Figure 10.
For each simulation it was observed that the vehicles
were able to easily reach their goals while avoiding
congestions and excessive waiting times. In a congested
setting with too many vehicles asked to go though some
central regions, queues were formed for some time
when a red light signal was apparent, but the queue
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cleared very quickly and the vehicles spread out to
avoid congested areas.
The simulator measures a number of metrics which
are indicators of the performance of the system. The
primary performance indicator is the average travel time
of the vehicles, which was the main metric used to
assess the performance of the system. The other
important metrics include the average travel distance
and average travel speeds. To save space only one
scenario is used for further analysis. The metrics for a
different number of vehicles with all modules activated
are shown in Figure 11. All units are arbitrary and
specific to the simulation tool. The metrics can be
mapped to real world units by multiplying by suitable
constants.
Scenario specifications such as the sources and
goals of vehicles were randomly generated. This
randomness contributes to the oscillations seen in
Figure 11. Based on a large number of simulations, it
was observed that all the vehicles reached their
destinations in acceptable times. Hence it can be
ascertained that the simulation tool developed for the
purpose was able to cooperatively plan the paths of the
different vehicles involved.
8. Conclusions
Traffic density is constantly increasing and this puts a
lot of stress on the present transportation infrastructure.
Semi-autonomous vehicles with the option of
communicating with other vehicles, road infrastructure
and transportation management units are capable of
efficiently planning themselves resulting in higher
transportation efficiency. In this paper we have explored
some of the various possibilities, where the aim was to
build on the existing traffic management system by
making each of its components intelligent and efficient.
The proposed system was broken down into four main
modules: traffic lights management, route planning,
speed lane management and reservation. Each of these
concepts resulted in better management of traffic,
reducing the average traversal time of vehicles. The
resulting system is a dynamically managed traffic
system which attempts to make traffic flow as efficient
as possible.
Diversity in vehicle speeds makes systems behave
differently from general expectations. In this paper an
attempt was made to investigate the effect of increased
diversity of vehicular speeds on overall transportation

performance. Slow vehicles can lead all traffic in a lane
to be slow, resulting in reduced efficiency, and this has
to be managed by the transportation system. In the
simulations we saw that slow vehicles do affect the
travel efficiency of the fast vehicles and the effect is
unavoidable, however the effect is much lower in lower
density traffic wherein fast vehicles have the option to
overtake by lane changes.
Hence there is an advantage in eliminating high
traffic density on roads, which was a key objective of
the routing system. Alternatively, on high density roads,
speed limits need to be intelligently adapted so as not to
punish high speed vehicles too much by making them
drive in low speed lanes while also not forcing vehicles
to follow a slow vehicle ahead. Reservation signifies
social diversity of vehicles. Expected dense traffic with
diverse vehicles cannot be guaranteed a reasonable
performance unless social diversity of vehicles is
exploited as an additional factor.
Throughout this paper, we reported a traffic
simulation system that works with a diverse set of
vehicles, assuming the vehicles as semi-autonomous
and in an intelligent transportation infrastructure. Initial
results were given for different scenarios while
experiments over simple policies were reported to
showcase the working of major components of the
transportation system. Our future research is aimed at
extending the simulation framework for unorganized
diverse traffic. Based on our prior experience it may be
difficult to simulate a completely unorganized
transportation system. However, working at a higher
level of abstraction, an approximate system may be
built. We intend to use this traffic simulation system as
a base to design different algorithms and policies to
enhance transportation performance.
It is important to study both human and vehicle
driving models, neither of which were the core focus of
the current research. Factors affecting microscopic
behavior feasibility assessment, decision making and
model based behavior implementation need to be
modeled and studied. Further, human driving behaviors
can change due to causes such as getting late, thereby
leading to rushing, stress and fatigue, talking to
someone, etc. These factors affect the way an individual
drives and have implications on the overall traffic
system. Such factors need to be critically examined.
The study will be specialized to real city maps and
real traffic data (although a diversity of speeds may be
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assumed). Our first aim will be to focus on each subsystem separately, following which attempts will be
made to design an overall system.
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